(See David (1981) and Juritz, Juritz and Stephens (1983) for properties of this estimator.) Since &I(n)
is, in general, biased, we define variance reduction in terms of the mean squared error (M SE) criterion; that is, we seek an alternative estimator $(n) based on n replications such that
MSE[~(n)] S~[(<(n) -<)2] < E[(/DI(n) -<)2].
We will suppress the dependence on the sample size n when it is not essential in the discussion. 
Since~he mean squared erro} of an estimator~is 
for any fixed k. (Under conditions given in van Zwet TO use &LH(k, n), a practitioner would probably have to choose k given the total number of replications n. For fixed n, variance is typically decreasing in k (due to the more complete stratification), while 
